Effects of air temperature before harvest on the concentration of human adiponectin in transgenic strawberry fruits
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Abstract Transgenic ever-bearing strawberry (Fragaria×ananassa Duch. ‘HS 138’) was cultivated in a closed plant production system to produce functional proteins that can enhance human immune functions. We investigated the effects of air temperature before harvest on fruit growth and the concentration of human adiponectin (hAdi) at harvest in transgenic strawberry. During the different stages of maturity (mature white and immature green stages), hAdi-expressing plants were exposed to four air temperature treatments (15, 20, 25, and 30°C) under 24-h illumination provided by fluorescent lamps. Fruits were harvested at the mature red stage. The number of days to the mature red stage decreased with increasing air temperature, being the least at 30°C. Fruit total soluble protein (TSP) concentration increased with decreasing air temperature, particularly at 15°C, whereas fruit hAdi concentration tended to be higher under the 30°C treatment than under any other of the temperature treatments. There was no significant relationship between fruit fresh weight at harvest time and hAdi concentration within treatments, nor between the number of days to harvest and hAdi or TSP concentration. Although there were no significant differences in fruit hAdi content among treatments, hAdi production rate was the highest at 30°C because of the shortest duration to harvest. These results indicate that a higher air temperature promoted fruit maturation and accelerated the production of functional hAdi proteins in the fruit. For hAdi-expressing strawberry plants, exposure to 30°C may reduce energy consumption (lighting and air conditioning) for functional protein production under controlled environments.
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Introduction

Closed plant production systems have been used for the commercial production of seedlings and leafy vegetables in many countries, including Japan, Korea, and the USA. A few decades have now passed since the production of transgenic plants in a closed plant production system came to be considered as an acceptable technology for producing pharmaceutical and functional proteins that can be used to enhance the immune functions of humans and livestock (Goto 2011). Production of plant-made pharmaceuticals (PMPs) from transgenic plants has many advantages compared with the conventional production methods based on expression in other biological systems, e.g., animals, cells, or microorganisms (Daniell et al. 2001; Ma et al. 2003; Sack et al. 2015; Sainsbury and Lomonossoff 2014; Yao et al. 2015). Although the regeneration of stable transgenic plants is sometimes time-consuming, the notable advantage of this method is the stable expression (stable protein accumulation) compared with transient gene expression systems and edibility without intermediate extraction and filtration processes, when host plants are horticultural crops (e.g., lettuce, strawberry, and rice).

In this regard, there are many advantages to be gained in using strawberry plants (Fragaria×ananassa Duch.) as host plants to produce pharmaceutical and functional proteins. For example, strawberry plants can be propagated as a clone from a high-expressing transgenic mother plant, they require a relatively small cultivation space owing to compact plant size, and can grow under lower light intensities than field crops (Hikosaka et al. 2009). Members of our research group have previously introduced genes related to pharmaceutical and
functional proteins into an ever-bearing strawberry (Fragaria × ananassa Duch. 'HS 138'), including those encoding bovine lactoferrin, bovine α-lactalbumin, and human adiponectin (hAdi), which have been reported as pharmaceutical and functional proteins with respect to their anti-inflammatory activity (Yamaguchi et al. 2009) and/or prevention of lifestyle-related human diseases, such as diabetes and metabolic syndrome (Kadowaki et al. 2006; Newburg et al. 2010; Ushida et al. 2008). In our studies on transgenic and non-transgenic ever-bearing strawberry 'HS138' (host plant), the cultivation environmental conditions, such as light, air temperature, and CO₂ concentration, were optimized from initial propagation (Hikosaka et al., 2009; Miyazawa et al. 2009) until the harvesting period (Hikosaka et al. 2013). Previously, we have reported the optimal environmental conditions for the production of the hAdi protein; however, the optimal conditions in terms of saving electrical energy and labor cost for PMP production, and thereby enhancing hAdi yield per energy consumption and labor cost, have not been studied.

In strawberry plants, fruit harvest generally continues simultaneously for several months or longer, and therefore growth rate and fruit size and quality invariably change through the cultivation period. As a strategy for minimizing the variation in growth rate and harvest fruit size, which may affect hAdi protein concentration in a fruit, we adopted a short cultivation cycle (within 4 months) by renewing plants three times per year. Additionally, as a host plant, we selected an everbearing strawberry, in which flowering can be promoted in a plant factory under the same conditions as those used for vegetative growth. However, many non-mature fruits remain on plants whenever the cultivation is terminated. If immature fruits (green and white fruit stages) contain the same amount of hAdi protein as mature red fruits, high air temperature treatment immediately prior to the end of the cultivation period may accelerate the coloring of immature fruits and thus increase the total yield of fruits and target protein. If we wish to control the growth rate of the leaves and fruits of transgenic plants, horticultural knowledge and cultivation techniques often provide useful information.

Generally, ambient air temperature during fruit development is known to be an important determinant of the growth and quality of many fruits and vegetables. For example, regardless of the strawberry plant type (non-transgenic June-bearing or ever-bearing strawberry plants), lower air temperature increases fruit weight and size at harvest time (mature red stage), whereas higher air temperature accelerates fruit coloring and shortens the harvest period (Ikeda et al. 2011; Kawanobu et al. 2011; Kumakura and Shishido 1994; Mori 1998; Toi et al. 2000; Wang and Camp 2000). On the basis of this horticultural knowledge of non-transgenic strawberries, we propose the following two hypotheses. Firstly, the possibility that exposure to low air temperature may also result in an increase in the size and weight of fruits of transgenic ever-bearing strawberry, and may increase the yield of the introduced target protein. Secondly, it is conceivable that exposure to high air temperature may result in smaller harvested fruit size, but a shorter cultivation period (i.e., number of days from anthesis to harvest) of transgenic strawberry, thus leading to an increase in the number of cultivation cycles and consequently a high yield of the target protein. However, at present it is not clear whether air temperature would affect fruit size at harvest and target protein accumulation in transgenic ever-bearing strawberry fruit.

Therefore, the purpose of this study was to examine the effects of air temperature before harvest on fruit weight and the content of a functional protein in transgenic ever-bearing strawberry in a closed plant production system. To elucidate the effect of air temperature on individual fruit size, color, and hAdi protein content with excluding the effect of an insufficient distribution of photoassimilates, we equalized the number of fruits per cluster and per plant among treatments.

**Materials and methods**

**Plant materials and treatment**

We used a transgenic line of ever-bearing strawberry (Fragaria × ananassa Duch. 'HS138, Hokusan Co., Ltd.) into which the hAdi gene driven by the 35S promoter had been introduced. The seedlings (plantlets) were propagated in vitro from a mother plant meristem and cultivated in a vessel until the third leaflet stage. After acclimatization to in vivo conditions for 3 days, seedlings were cultivated hydroponically until the flowering stage (the beginning of anthesis) under a 16-h photoperiod provided by white fluorescent lamps (FLs: FHF32-EX-N; Panasonic Co. Ltd.) in a closed plant production system. Photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) on the culture panel of the hydroponic container was set at 225 μmol·m⁻²·s⁻¹. Air temperature was set at 25/20°C (light/dark), relative humidity at 70%, and CO₂ concentration at 1000 μmol·mol⁻¹.

The nutrient solution (3.3 l per plant) was prepared using a commercial fertilizer (M Hydroponic Research Co., Ltd.) at one tenth of the original concentration, and fresh nutrient solution was added twice per week to maintain an electrical conductivity (EC) of 0.5–0.7 dS m⁻¹ and a pH of 5.5–6.5. The nutrient solution was renewed every 3 weeks.

In order to elucidate the effect of treatment duration under different air temperatures on individual hAdi strawberry fruit at different stages of maturity (mature white and immature green stages) without competition for photoassimilates, we limited the number of fruit clusters to one per plant and the number of fruits per cluster to two. In this experiment, plants bearing two
fruits per cluster at different stages of maturation were exposed to four air temperature treatments (15, 20, 25, and 30°C) in four growth chambers. For each treatment, we used 10 to 16 transgenic strawberry plants containing the introduced hAdi gene. With the exception of temperature treatment and the 24-h light period, environmental conditions in the growth chambers were the same as those provided at the seedling stage.

We pollinated all flowers by hand and limited the number of fruits per cluster to two after confirmation of fruit-set with normal fruit shape. Experimental treatment was commenced when the primary fruit in a fruit cluster reached the mature white stage (the secondary fruit was then at the immature green stage, and measured approximately 5 mm in length) by moving plants from the cultivation area to chambers under the different air temperature treatments. Individual fruits at the mature red stage were harvested and treatment was terminated when the secondary fruit was harvested.

We harvested fruits and measured their fresh weight (FW). Thereafter, we cut the fruit into quarters, which were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80°C until measurement of hAdi and total soluble protein (TSP) concentrations. Additionally, for each fruit, we counted the number of days from the start of treatment to harvest.

Protein extraction and detection of hAdi and TSP
TSP was extracted from approximately 2 g of frozen fruit sample using 10 ml of 50 mM potassium phosphate buffer at pH 7.0 and 1% Triton-X100. The extracts were centrifuged at 20628×g for 15 min at 4°C. TSP concentrations in the extract supernatants were determined using a DC Protein Assay Kit (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., USA), with diluted bovine serum albumin used as a standard. TSP was colorimetrically assayed in a microplate reader (MTP-450; Corona Electric Co., Ltd. JAPAN).

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay analysis (ELISA)
An ELISA assay kit (human Adiponectin/Acrp30 Quantikine ELISA Kit, R&D Systems. USA) was used to determine the hAdi concentration in hAdi gene-introduced strawberry fruit. The fruits extracts were incubated in the ELISA plate, followed several washes and incubated with hAdi antibody according to a procedure manual of this kit. After the stopping reaction, the optical density was measured at 450 nm using a microplate reader (MTP-310lab; Corona Electric Co.).

For each fruit sampled, we performed duplicate measurements of the concentrations of hAdi and TSP. Having determined the hAdi content in a fruit (µg/fruit), the value was divided by the treatment period (days) for calculation of production efficiency (µg d⁻¹/fruit).

Statistical analysis
All data are presented as mean values. Treatment means were compared using the Tukey–Kramer test in Excel statistical analysis ver. 5.0 (ESUMI Co., Ltd.), and the level of significance was set at p<0.05.

Results
In all treatments, all primary fruits (starting from the mature white stage) were harvested earlier than the secondary fruits (starting from the immature green stage) (data not shown). Regardless of treatment duration for the fruits at different stages of maturity, the average number of days to harvest (mature red stage) from the initiation of treatment decreased with increasing air temperature, with the shortest period to harvest observed at 30°C (Figure 1A). For example, the maturation period of primary fruits at 15°C was 10–27 days long, whereas that of secondary fruits was 20–38 days long. In contrast, at 30°C, the fruit maturation period of primary fruits was only 5–11 days, whereas that of secondary fruits was only 8–15 days, which in both cases represented a significant reduction. The average FW of both primary and secondary fruits at harvest time was the highest at 15°C, whereas there was no significant difference in FW among the other three treatments (Figure 1B).

On a FW basis, TSP concentrations increased with decreasing air temperature, particularly at 15°C (Figure 2A); however, the concentration of hAdi protein in
fruit as a proportion of total protein content tended to be higher the 30°C treatment than under the other treatments (Figure 2B). Similar results were observed for the TSP and hAdi concentrations in fruit on a DW basis (data not shown). Consequently, the content of hAdi as a proportion of TSP increased with increasing air temperature, peaking at 30°C, at which it was significantly higher than in any of the other treatments (Figure 3A). In contrast, there was no significant difference in hAdi content among treatments on a whole fruit basis (Figure 3B). The hAdi production rate was
highest at 30°C, concomitant with the shortest duration to harvest (Figure 4). In all of the treatments used in the present study, none of the plants showed any apparent temperature-related physiological disorders (Figure 5).

There was no significant relationship within treatments between either fruit FW at harvest time (mature red stage) and hAdi protein concentration (data not shown) or between the number of days to harvest and hAdi concentration (Figure 6) or TSP concentration (data not shown).

Discussion

The production of pharmaceutical and functional proteins by transgenic plants requires careful selection of the mother plant, not only with respect to target protein accumulation, but also from the perspective of the environmental responses of transgenic plants, which ideally should not differ substantially from those of non-transgenic plants when using well-established culturing techniques. Therefore, the hAdi-introduced ‘HS138’ strawberry cultivar used in the present study was selected based on high hAdi protein concentration as well as on its similarity to non-transgenic strawberry plants in growth rate and phenotype (flowering and maturation behavior).

In the present study, we observed that lower air temperature increased fruit fresh weight at harvest time (mature red stage), whereas higher air temperature accelerated fruit coloring (anthocyanin accumulation) and shortened the period to harvest. These observations are consistent with the findings of previous studies in which non-transgenic strawberry (including both June-bearing and ever-bearing types) were used as experimental materials (Ikeda et al. 2011; Kawanobu et al. 2011; Kumakura and Shishido 1994; Mori 1998; Toi et al. 2000; Wang and Camp 2000). On the basis of these results, we believe that the maturation and coloring responses of the hAdi-expressing strawberry fruits obtained in the present study under different air temperatures are similar to those of non-transgenic strawberries.

Many studies on the fruit quality of non-transgenic strawberry grown under low air temperature have reported high sugar (e.g., sucrose, glucose, and fructose) and anthocyanin concentrations, and low organic acid concentrations (Ikeda et al. 2011; Kawanobu et al. 2011; Wang and Camp 2000) compared with strawberries grown under intermediate and high air temperatures. Accordingly, exposure to low air temperature after anthesis is considered to be optimal for producing high quality non-transgenic strawberry fruits as fresh food.

In contrast, we anticipated that the transgenic ever-bearing strawberry examined in the present study would contain high hAdi protein content. Thus, if the hAdi strawberry can be cultivated at 30°C, not only at the end of harvest but also throughout the harvest period (a few months), without suffering any physiological disorders, and the same hAdi protein yield can be produced within a shorter cultivation period than under conventional cultivation at 23°C, this would enable important reductions in production costs due to decreases in electricity consumption and labor and to an increase in the potential number of crop cycles per year.

In many horticultural crops, including strawberry, high or low air temperatures can promote an increase in certain proteins, e.g., heat shock proteins, which constitute a well-known rapid-response group of peptides that function as molecular chaperones. Ledesma et al. (2004) reported that heat shock proteins appeared in the leaves and flowers of June-bearing strawberry in response to high air temperature. Koehler et al. (2012) identified 135 proteins in the crown tissues of non-transgenic strawberry, and in plants grown under low air temperature treatment, antioxidant/detoxifying enzymes increased in plants, including molecular chaperones, metabolic enzymes, pathogenesis-related proteins, and flavonoid pathway proteins, as cold tolerance-associated responses (Yong et al. 2008).

In our experiments, on a FW basis, TSP concentrations increased with decreasing air temperature, particularly at 15°C. Cultivation at this temperature is assumed to activate protein production in the fruit to alleviate the low air temperature stress, thereby facilitating the successful completion of reproductive organ development, even though 15°C does not seem to constitute an extreme temperature when compared with treatments used in the aforementioned studies.

Although TSP concentrations increased in strawberry plants exposed to low air temperature, the concentration of hAdi protein in fruit tended to be higher under the 30°C treatment than in any of the other treatments, and hAdi content as a proportion of TSP content increased with increasing air temperature, peaking at 30°C, indicating that the pattern of hAdi protein production differs from that of TSP. As an explanation for this differential response, we speculate that the higher hAdi concentration at 30°C could be attributed to enhanced transcriptional induction via the CaMV 35S promoter in response to higher temperatures, as the activity of this promoter is known to be induced by various stimuli (Qin et al. 1994; Rowan et al. 2009).

Nevertheless, we observed no significant relationship within treatments between either fruit FW at harvest time and hAdi protein concentration or between the number of days to harvest and hAdi concentration or TSP concentration. These observations thus tend to indicate that hAdi protein accumulation was stable, and that on a FW basis, hAdi concentration was not...
influenced by fruit size or the number of days to harvest.

Interestingly, the highest hAdi production rate was observed at 30°C, concomitant with the shortest duration to harvest. From the viewpoint of hAdi protein production efficiency in terms of the potential savings in electricity and labor costs, our results showed that higher air temperature (i.e., 30°C) enhanced fruit maturation and accelerated the production of the functional hAdi protein in the fruit.

Additionally, shorter harvest cycles of hAdi strawberry fruits may lower the fruit load of the plant. In this regard, numerous studies have shown that heavy or long-duration fruit loads often cause reduced vegetative growth and altered dry matter distribution via a deficiency in photoassimilates, and consequently decreases in the size, quality, and total yield per plant of fruit (Correia et al. 2011; Heuvelink 1997; Hikosaka and Sugiyama 2005). The results of the present study suggest that high air temperature for less than a month does not only lead to an increase in the number of crop cycles per year but also to the maintenance of a balance between vegetative and reproductive growth by reducing the heavy fruit load, which is a feature of practical cultivation that produces many fruits per cluster.

Sakamoto et al. (2016) have shown that a high root-zone temperature (30°C) inhibited strawberry plant growth and yield after 2 months under hydroponic culture due to decreases in root oxygen consumption and cell viability. In contrast, Gonzalez-Fuentes et al. (2016) reported that large fluctuations in root-zone temperature, rather than absolute differences in mean temperature, negatively affected strawberry plant growth and yield. Although we did not control root-zone temperatures in the present study, no temperature-related physiological disorders were observed under any of the treatments. However, if plants were to be grown at 30°C, not only during the final harvesting stage but throughout the cultivation period, it would be necessary to monitor the effects of such treatment on plant and fruit growth and performance.

In conclusion, we found that a lower air temperature increased fruit weight at harvest time (mature red stage) and that a higher air temperature accelerated fruit coloring and shortened the harvest period in transgenic hAdi ever-bearing strawberry fruit. However, we detected no significant differences among treatments with respect to hAdi concentration as a proportion of fresh weight. On the basis of these results, we established that exposing hAdi-introduced strawberry plants to 30°C may conveniently shorten the period of cultivation, thereby saving energy (lighting and air conditioning) and labor costs for the commercial production of the target functional protein.
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